Seating Series

Aubra delivers comfort and durability in the most demanding environments.

The simple design and durability of Aubra™ makes it a perfect solution for demanding environments. The tubular all-steel frame can be weighted and fitted with tamper proof fasteners for increased security in mental health or correctional facilities.

Aubra™ offers an impressive level of comfort in a wide range of models including private patient room chairs, public multi-seating solutions (350lbs per seat), bariatric models (750lbs per seat) and complimentary tables.

Above: GC4182, GC4185, GC4184 seating with GC4191LP, GC4192LP tables. All seating shown in Maharam, Box Sorrel (464790-004), seat in Momentum, Max Rum (09092510), frame in Toast (TOA). Tables shown in Dark Espresso (DES), legs in Toast (TOA). Cover: GC4181HB, GC4185 shown in Maharam, Box Sorrel (464790-004), seat in Momentum, Max Rum (09092510), frame in Toast (TOA). GC4191LP, GC4192LP tables in Dark Espresso (DES), legs in Toast (TOA).
Above, top: GC4186, GC4183, GC4191HB seating with GC4190 ottoman and GC4191LP, GC4192LP tables. Above, bottom: GC4182, GC4183 seating with GC4189 bench and GC4191LP table. All seating shown in Maharam, Box Sorrel (464790-004), seat in Momentum, Max Rum (09092510), frame in Toast (TDA). Tables shown in Dark Espresso (DES), legs in Toast (TDA).

Features and Options

- Angled seat cushion is standard.
- Optional flat seat cushion is available.
- Unobstructed clean out design for easier housekeeping and infection control cleaning efforts.
- Seat and back cushions can be easily replaced in the field.
- Optional seam stitching seal is available to prevent fluid penetration.
This brochure provides an overview of the key features and benefits of the GLOBALcare product. For a full list of products available, including specifications, fabrics and finishes, please visit [www.thinkglobalcare.com](http://www.thinkglobalcare.com). Please refer to our GLOBALcare binder for pricing inquiries or contact your local GLOBALcare sales representative.